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Abstract

Based on low energy consumption and high privacy protection required by range
query in two-level wireless sensor network, this paper proposes a kind of secure
probabilistic range query (SPRQ). SPRQ is made up of data encryption, prefix member
verification and probabilistic neighbor verification and spate query and transmission
process. It can ensure completing range query without disclosing privacy. The analysis
and simulation result indicate that compared with other safety agreement, SPRQ has
lower energy consumption when it ensures the safety of range query.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network; Energy aware; Query; Energy consumption;
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1. Introduction
With the constant application and development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs),
data query task on it is more and safety requirement I data query process is more
important. WSNs data query can gather part of effective data or specific data collected by
WSNs to Sink (sink node) rapidly. Then, Sink analyzes and computes query result so as to
control WSNs or make other decisions. There are two big types of WSNs data query. One
is simple query. Conduct simply query operation for WSNs collected data. At present, the
research focus is mainly range query, Top-k query, skyline query and based type query.
These queries are simple and have strong universality. It can be adaptable to different
WSNs, so it has better research value; the other is complicated query. The query process
is complicated. It needs special query strategy and the universality is not strong. It is
usually for certain WSNs. WSNs data query is widely used for military, environment,
medical care, commerce and emergent scene, etc. so the safety must be fully assured.
WSNs has the energy limitation bottleneck, in order to ensure long enough life cycle, it
should realize safety performance in the case of consuming energy as lower as possible.
WSNs range query is data query of inquiring data with range. The query is simple and
practical. It’s used widely and it has guidance meaning on other simple queries. This
paper proposes a kind of SPRQ based on WSNs. It ensures query privacy through prefix
member verification technology [1-2] and verifies the completeness of query result by
utilizing probabilistic neighbor verification technology [3]; separates query process from
transmission process as far as possible to reduce traffic (reduce energy consumption) and
strengthen the applicability of WSNs.

2. Network Model
WSNs SPRQ, namely privacy protection research is mainly based on two-level
wireless sensor network model [10] (Diagram 1), there is no exception for range query.
SPRQ is an agreement based on this model.
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Diagram 1. Two-level Wireless Sensor Network Model
As is shown in Diagram 1, high level of network model is made up of storage node.
Storage node is sensor node with bigger storage space and stronger computing power;
bottom level is made of a large quantity of common sensor nodes. Common node
resources are limited and the cost is low. Data query process is as follows: query
requirement of users is transmitted to storage node through Sink, common node collects
data, transmits data to storage node for storage and then make query computation on
storage node. At last, reply the qualified query result to Sink and return to users in the
end.
There are following advantages for WSNs to select two-level model: ① common
sensor node just transmit the collected data to nearby storage node rather than Sink node
via long path. It reduces energy consumption greatly and avoids Sink node encountering
traffic bottle neck. ② Sink only communicate with storage node and can get query result.
This makes query process more efficiently.

3. WSNs SPRQ (Secure Probabilistic Range Query)
For WSNs, energy consumption is usually the handicap of considering whether to take
safety strategy or not. The objective of SPRQ is to reduce the energy consumption as far
as possible at the time of ensuring safety of query.
3.1. Key Technology
3.1.1. Data Encryption: In SPRQ, every common sensor node si will share a secret key
ki with Sink and ki is replaced regularly. Data d1,···,dn collected by common node are
encrypted by ki in the process of query. Even if it completes query process, collect query
result and upload to storage node of Sink, it cannot get specific data information either.
Thus, it ensures privacy of data.
3.1.2. Prefix Member Verification: In the case that storage node cannot identify specific
data, but it still need complete query process, so it need apply prefix member verification
technology.
Prefix member verification technology translate the condition that whether verification
data conforms to range query into comparison of data item. For example, whether 12
conforms to the range query [11, 15]. Binary representation of 12 is expressed as 1100.
Firstly, construct prefix family, get {1100 110* 11** 1*** ****}, then quantize prefix
and get {11001 11010 11100 11000 10000}; Meanwhile, binary representation of [11, 15]
is expressed as [1011,1111], namely {1011 1100 1101 1110 1111}. Firstly, prefix and get
{1011 11**}, then quantize prefix and get {10111 11100}. In the final prefix quantization
group, if they have the same item 11100, it indicates that data 12 conforms to range query
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[11, 15]. Or else, if there is no the same data item, it indicates that the data doesn’t
conform to the condition of range query.
In SPRQ, prefix member verification technology is applied to three hash functions.
Three hash functions are Φ, Ψ and Ω respectively.
3.1.3. Probabilistic Neighbor Verification: The query result completeness verification
of SPRQ is realized through probabilistic neighbor verification. That is, after common
node si gets query result, generate message (t,i,len)), and transmit this message to nearby
neighbor node. Of them, t is time slot, I is sensor No., l is the number of data item
satisfying the query. Then for each neighbor node, add (t,i,len) to self-query result with
certain probability p at random and upload with encryption. After receiving query result,
Sink verifies query result completeness according to each (t,i,len).
3.2. SPRQ One-dimensional Data Query Process: According to the different
dimensions of data items, WSNs range query can be classified as one-dimensional data
query and multi-dimensional data query. One-dimensional data query process is simplest.
With the increasing of dimension, energy consumption of multi-dimensional data query
usually increases exponentially. SPRQ should avoid this situation as far as possible and
improve energy consumption state of different dimensions.
The specific realization process of algorithm in this paper is expressed with pseudo
code, called Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1 Low communication cost data storage algorithm of unattended operation
sensor network
Input: k no. of source data package Xv, v = 1,…, k.
Output n No, of storage data package Yu, u = 1,…, n.
Start
1: Initialization phase
2: For each data node v = 1to k
3: Add overhead bit rate, IDv No. and oriented random walk step number counter
variable N for source data package X; set original value N = 0；
4: For each data node u = 1to n
5: Initialize the value of each storage data package: Yu = 0；
6: Initialize the current times of each source data package Xv and access node u: cv(u)
= 1；
7: Distributed storage phase
8: For each data node v = 1to k
9: Receive X according to probability alnk/k and update self storage data package: Yv =
Yv⊕Xv；
10: Transmit source data package X to one neighbor node according to oriented random
walk rule
11: cv(v) = cv(v) + 1；
12: For each data node u = 1to n
13: For source data package Xj arriving at node u
14: If Xj accesses node u for the first time
15: For node u , receive X according to probability alnk/k and update self storage data
package: Yu = Yu⊕Xj；
16: cj(u) = cj(u) + 1；
17: N = N + 1；
18: If N < cn,
19: Node u transmits source data package X to one neighbor node according to oriented
random walk rule
20: Else
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21: Node u discards Xj；
End
There are two important parameters in Algorithm 1: one is oriented random walk step
number, namely the times of each source data package transmitted in network. It is set up
in Algorithm 1 as cn, counted with variable N; whenever one time transmitted by data
package, the value of N will plus 1. When N > cn, source data package is discarded, no
longer transmitted. Another parameter is the probability that each node receives a newly
arrived source data package. It is set up in Algorithm 1 as alnk/k. These two parameters
have important impact on the performance of algorithm. Specific analysis will be below:
After completing Algorithm 1, none source data package will be stored in network.
Each node stores a storage data package.
Specific query details are as follows:
① Common node si receives certain data, sorts them and gets d1,···,dn,, applies the
first hash function Ψ to encrypt them, get fixed message code Ψ(d1,···,dn) and send it to
storage node. When Sink wants to query ｛t,[a,b]｝, it will use another function Ω to
process query range and then send ｛t, Ω([a,b])｝to storage node.
② When storage node processes query, it uses the third function Φ. When Φ(j,
Ψ(d1,···,dn), Ω([a,b])) is true, it indicates dj meets the query condition; if it is false, it
indicates that dj cannot meet the query condition, so it should be discarded. Storage node
feedbacks the minimum data and maximum number and data quantity (min_d,max_d,len)I
to si.
③ After si receiving feedback result, find out all intermediate data dmin_d,···,dmax_d
including number min_d and max_d in queue, add dmin-1 (if min_d-1<1 , then dmin_d-1
=-1 ), (if max_d+1>n , then dmax_d+1 =∞ ). si generates message (t,i,len) and transmit
the message to nearby neighbor nodes. Of them, t is time slot, I is sensor number, len is
data times meeting the query.
④ If si receives message (t, i_neighbor,len) sent by neighbor node si_neighbor, it will
add this message to query result needed to upload with a certain probability p. That is
uploading {(t, i_neighbor,len)p,dmin_d,···,dmax_d} ki finally. Of them, ki is shared secret
key of si and Sink.
The uploaded data passes through storage node and arrives at Sink. Sink verifies the
completeness of all query results. So far, SPRQ comes to an end.
3.3. SPRQ Multi-dimensional Data Query Process
In actual application, range query is usually for multi-dimensional data, so it’s
necessary for SPRQ agreement applied to multidimensional data query. SPRQ
multidimensional query process is briefly described below:
① Common node si receives n No.s of m-dimensional data
(d11,d12,···,d1m),···,(dn1,dn2,···,dnm), applies the first hash function Ψ to encrypt them,
get fixed message code Ψ(d11,···,dn1), Ψ(d12,···,dn2), Ψ(d1m,···,dnm)and send it to
storage node. When Sink wants to query ｛t,([a1,b1],···,[am,bm])｝, it will use another
function Ω to process query range and then send ｛ t, Ω([a1,b1]), ···Ω([am,bm]) ｝to
storage node.
② When storage node processes query, it uses the third function Φ. WhenΦ(j,
Ψ(d1t,···,dnt), Ω([at,bt])) is true (of them, 1=<t<=m), it indicates dj meets the query
condition in dimension t; if it is false, it indicates that dj cannot meet the query condition
in dimension t, so it should be discarded. After completing all dimensions, intersection
with the number will get final query result, and storage node number these data meeting
query condition with {(min_d1,max_d1),···, (min_dm,min_dm),len}I and feedbacks them
to si.
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In query process, si sorts uploaded data as per random value of certain dimension.
After receiving feedback result, find out all data conforming to condition according to
query result and encrypt them.
The query process of ③ and ④ is the same as one-dimensional data query.

4. Performance Analysis
4.1. Safety Analysis
The data quantity of common node is small. If it is trapped, the impact on global query
is not great, so it mainly consider the situation after storage node is trapped, for this
reason, to verify the safety performance of SPRQ.
Query result has been encrypted, so storage cannot gain effective query data after
trapped. The trapped storage node can discard data and change query result
(min_d,max_d,len). These two damages can be detected by sink in completeness
verification.
4.2. Energy Consumption Analysis
Compared with previous range query agreement, SPRQ has some improvement. One
reason is the result of separating query process from transmission query result process.
Thus, the data disagreeing with condition will not be uploaded on storage node. It reduces
a great number of data transmission quantities. That is, reducing energy consumption that
common node sends data as well as reducing energy consumption needed by storage node
to receive data. It reduces energy consumption of secure range query obviously.
4.3. Simulation Experiment
This paper uses original data set to simulate SPRQ and SafeQ on MATLAB platform.
There are 100 common nodes distributed at random in the area of 300mm wide x 300mm
long and 4 storage nodes are distributed evenly. There is a Sink node in the middle.
Suppose effective transmission distance of sensor node is 75m. By utilizing TAG
algorithm to set up route path, it takes 1.8 jump for each common node to transmit data to
storage node. There are average 20 neighbor nodes and the probability of sending
verification message to each neighbor node is 0.4. In simulation experiment, energy
consumption value means specific energy consumption divides by time, namely a value to
weigh energy consumption level similar to power; effective query ratio is the proportion
of effective data quantity of final query result on storage node and energy consumed. It
reflects the utilization rate of agreement network energy.
The experiment mainly makes contrast of energy consumption of different dimensional
data queried by SPRQ and SafeQ. In order to guarantee the correctness of experimental
result, all experiments apply the same actual data set. One-dimensional data set and twodimensional data set are one dimension and two dimensions stripped from threedimensional data set. That is, the query result data item quantity received by differentdimensional experiments in the unit time should be the same.
4.3.1. One-dimensional Data Query: The first group experiment is the contrast situation
of energy consumption by SPRQ and SafeQ in one-dimensional data query state.
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Time /min

Energy consumption /J

Diagram 2. Average Energy Consumption Contrast of Common Node
Queried by One-dimensional Data

Time /min

effective query results / energy consumption /KB/J

Diagram 3. Average Energy Consumption Contrast of Storage Node Queried
by One-dimensional Data

Time /min

Diagram 4. Contrast of Effective Query Ratio Queried by One-dimensional
Data
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Through experimental result diagram, it could be say that, for one-dimensional data
query, in the situation of the same data set source, energy consumption value of common
node by SPRQ is 3.2 times lower than that by SafeQ; energy consumption value of
storage node by SPRQ is 2.5 times lower than that by SafeQ. Effective query ratio of
SPRQ is 2.2 times of SafeQ. In the situation of one-dimensional data, SPRQ energy
consumption level is lower than SafeQ obviously.

Energy consumption /J

4.3.2. Multi-Dimensional Data Query: The second group experiment is the contrast
situation of energy consumption by SPRQ and SafeQ in multi-dimensional data query
state (this experiment uses three-dimensional data).

Time /min

Energy consumption /J

Diagram 5. Average Energy Consumption Contrast of Common Node
Queried by Three-dimensional Data

Time /min

Diagram 6. Average Energy Consumption Contrast of Storage Node Queried
by Three-dimensional Data
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Time /min

Diagram 7. Contrast of Effective Query Ratio Queried by Three-dimensional
Data
Through experiment 2 result diagram, it could be say that, for three-dimensional data
query, in the situation of the same data set source, energy consumption value of common
node by SPRQ is 3.64 times lower than that by SafeQ; energy consumption value of
storage node by SPRQ is 1.17 times lower than that by SafeQ. Effective query ratio of
SPRQ is 1.1 times of SafeQ. In the situation of one-dimensional data, SPRQ energy
consumption level is lower than SafeQ obviously.
4.2.3. Different Dimensional Data Query Comparison: The second group experiment is
the contrast situation of energy consumption by SPRQ and SafeQ in different-dimensional
data query state.

One-dimensional
Two-dimensional

Energy consumption /J

Three-dimensional

Time /min

Diagram 8. Average Energy Consumption Contrast of Common Node
Queried by Different-Dimensional Data
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One-dimensional
Two-dimensional

Energy consumption /J

Three-dimensional

Time /min

Diagram 9. Average Energy Consumption Contrast of Storage Node Queried
by Different -Dimensional Data
Through result diagram contrast, it could be say that in the situation of the same data
set source, when querying three kinds of dimensional data, the energy consumption of
SPRQ common node appears linear growth; when querying three kinds of dimensional
data, the energy consumption of SPRQ storage node appears linear growth. That is, in the
situation of multi-dimensional data query, energy-saving power of SPRQ is outstanding
as well.

5. Conclusion
Data privacy protection of SPRQ agreement proposed in this paper will be realized
through prefix member verification technology. Data completeness verification is mainly
completed by probabilistic neighbor verification. In addition, it takes a series of
communication strategy to reduce traffic, namely energy consumption to make it superior
to current SafeQ and range query based on barrel mode. Compared with current
agreement, the energy consumption of SPRQ is lower and the safety performance is
better, but compared with query strategy without privacy protection, energy consumption
is still higher. It needs seek for safety strategy or communication method further to reduce
energy consumption so that safety data query can be promoted better.
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